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GCC SWFS FUTURE UNDER PRESSURE, STRATEGIES
TO BE CHANGED DUE TO OIL PRICES?
GCC

Arab sovereign wealth funds are still confronted by
ongoing volatility in the crude oil market. Even that
these mega-investors have larger assets than the
GDP of many nations, global economic issues are
having a major impact. Arab SWFs are still able to
affect markets around the world with a single “buy
order, but real effective investing machines they
are not, as government bureaucracy constraints
them. At the same time, their host-government
strategies also have an impact, blocking some hard
needed changes in investment style. Based on
their historical investments it can be argued that
Arab SWFs have largely been focusing on rocksolid but very unimaginative global investments,
focusing on global funds or government bonds.
If taking a more critical approach, there has been
a lot of investments made in luxury or bubbles,
looking at the immense acquisition spree ongoing
in football clubs, luxury hotels or retail outlets.
These investment strategies, if you can call them a
strategy, now are being confronted by a reality in
which return on investments has become more important than ever. Splashing out on luxury assets
will not anymore support a sustainable investment
horizon on which the respective host-countries
can build their own financial-economic future.

Arab SWF are also being confronted by a request
to withdraw part of their investments abroad. A
major reason for the withdrawal is the need to finance the widening fiscal deficits in case of oil-dependent countries. Even that crude oil (and gas)
prices are again showing an upward tendency,
they are still for several oil and gas producing
countries in the Middle East not high enough to
bridge the fiscal deficit of these economies. The
higher fiscal deficits of oil dependent nations have
increased their reliance on their respective SWFs,
which may be resulting in trimming exposure to
Indian equities. Some funds have openly already
indicated that there is a major change in strategy.
Kuwait has mandated 10% contribution from SWF
to bring down its $25.9-billion fiscal deficit. The
UAE, even that they have bonds worth $5 billion
issued since 2009, still has a fiscal deficit of $18.4
billion. Lower returns is another factor that has
made SWFs cautious.
In addition to this, the ADIA and QIAs of this world
have been tasked to redefine their own investment
strategies, focusing on a more direct private equity
investment portfolio, while also supporting the diversification and development of their own local
economies.
The last years, Arab SWFs have been forced to assess their future. A shift in thinking has become a
necessity due to the negative repercussions of the
Arab Spring, dissatisfaction of the huge youth
population, and the plunge in hydrocarbon related
revenues. A transformation of investments was
urged by most parties in the Arab world. This has
already resulted in a dramatic change in the total
volume of inward investments, and reorganizations, but it is still not enough. The fall in oil price
since 2014 has openly put a damper on the glitz
and shine of Arab sovereign wealth funds. As most
of the SWFs assets were amassed through many
years of trade surpluses (oil-gas related) of their
governments, the oil price plunge changed this,
sometimes even to the point that some funds did
not get a single penny to add to their coffers. As
one analyst stated, “the Gulf’s massive state funds
have been forced into a strategic rethink following
the dramatic drop in energy prices”.
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For QIA, ADIA, Mubadala and Saudi’s PIF, profits
have dramatically changed. Even that most SWFs
are not publishing very transparent and open financial reports or give a total insight in their investment portfolios, the effects of the crude oil or
gas price plunge have been harsh. Instead of filling up their bank accounts as before, the need to
generate in a sustainable way wealth for the future
has become a mainstream issue. In the UAE, the
situation was clear. After several decades of
growth, Abu Dhabi and Dubai’s SWFs were confronted by lower revenues or outright financial crisis. None has gone bankrupt, but pressure on
these financial giants increased. Abu Dhabi’s prudent financial system reacted in the right way, as
the government decided to merge two SWFs, Mubadala Development and the International Petroleum Investment Company (IPIC), forming a new
$125 billion investment powerhouse.
Economic diversification of the local markets also
has become a priority, at least official statements
are indicating. For all, an increased but sustainable
financial return will be the main focus. Inside of the
GCC, as stated by Saudi Arabia (Vision 2030) and
the UAE, job creation, technology transfer and local manufacturing, will be key issues in future investment decisions. In how far the current SWF
management structures and vehicles are already
able to perform according to these criteria is still
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an open question. Looking at the latest investments made by the respective GCC based SWFs,
the appetite to acquire stakes abroad is still much
higher than to set up vast project schemes and developments inside of their own respective national
markets.
The underlying issue, which has still not been fully
grasped, is the fact that even if GCC governments
would force their investment vehicles to retract investments only to be used in local markets, the total impact on the economy will still below expectations. Most GCC economies are not able to fully
absorb all available cash or investments. There are
not enough investment opportunities, without returning to a normal rentier state economy (investing without real impact), that are sustainable and
suitable to build a strong economy for the future.
Diversification with as only strategy diversification
is not the solution. GCC governments, such as the
UAE or Qatar, should first reassess their options.
Main question to be answered for SWFs, entrepreneurs and governments in the region, will be
“where do we want to be in 15-20 years?” The latter should be done not by painting dreamland scenarios but on a structure that will support a functional and workable economic growth scenario
able to provide work, stability, diversity and sustainability for the immense influx of young Arab
people currently flocking schools or sitting at
home. The end of the oil and gas era will come,
revenues will dwindle and substitution of income
is needed. Saudi’s Aramco IPO approach, which
will be used to diversify the national economy via
the Public Investment Fund (PIF), will have to cope
with these issues in full very soon. Without already
preparing the groundwork for a new economic
structure, the influx of a multibillion IPO will not be
stabilizing the region but could even end up in increased instability. Availability of cash or investment funds can and will lead to inflation, increased
salaries, higher project costs and most of the times
misuse of funds for personal profits. These negative effects will lead to instability in the economy
and political conflict. In English they would say
“Look before you leap”. GCC countries will have to
leap even further than they can see.
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NORWEGIAN SWF CUTS COAL, BUT STILL INCREASING
ACTIVITIES IN OIL PRODUCING COUNTRIES?
NORWAY

International pressure on fossil fuel producers and
service companies is increasing, as mainstream investors and pension funds cut investments in coal
and other fossil companies. The world’s largest
sovereign wealth fund Norway’s Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG), also called Norway’s oil
pension fund, has stated the last weeks that it will
cut its investments in another 10 companies
worldwide, based on their involvement in coal
business. Norges Bank Investment Management
(NBIM), the manager of Norway’s SWF, also stated
that it has put another two under observation.
The GPFG, holding assets of around NOK7.6trn
(€850bn), now has excluded a list of 69 companies
because of their coal business, with a further 13
firms placed under observation. According to the
press, the new list of companies to be excluded by
NBIM are:

CEZ (Czech Republic)

Eneva (Brazil)

Great River Energy (US)

Otter Tail Corp (US)

HK Electric Investments & HK Electric Investments (Hong Kong)

Huadian Energy Co (China)

SDIC Power Holdings Co (China)

PGE Polska Grupa Energetyczna (Poland)

Korea Electric Power Corp (Korea)

Malakoff Corp (Malaysia)
NBIM stated also that it has US-based NorthWestern Corp and Portland General Electric Company
under observation. In 2016 the Norwegian SWF

has divested from 23 companies on the basis of
environmental, social or governance (ESG) assessments in 2016, and that it had sold off a total of
210 companies over the last five years on such
grounds. The Norwegian fund is currently leading
a group of Pension, Investment and SWFs, in a
move to increase social and corporate governance
worldwide. It repeated that “good corporate governance and sustainable business practices will
contribute to higher long-term returns”.
The total impact on the hydrocarbon sectors
worldwide is still unclear, but pressure seems to be
building up, especially on the IOCs and oilfield services companies worldwide, which are mainly
listed on US-EU based stock exchanges. National
oil companies however are not threatened, due to
their lack of shareholders or national economic
position.

When looking at the Norwegian SWF however it
still is a point of interest to see that while it is
openly criticizing investments in hydrocarbons, especially in the West or FSU, it is still increasing its
investment portfolio volumes in pure hydrocarbon
based economies, such as Saudi Arabia.
A report published by Arab news site ARGAAM,
stated that GPFG has invested SAR 1.71 billion in
34 Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)-listed firms by
the end of 2016. According to ARGAAM research,
the Norwegian SWF owns the largest stake in
United International Transportation Company
(Budget Saudi) at 4.98 percent. According to GPFG
regulations, the fund is not allowed to hold over a
10 percent stake in any company. The fund unloaded its stakes in 11 firms in the same period.
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The largest holding was owned in Al-Khaleej Training and Education at 4.28 percent. Halwani Bros
followed (0.89 percent) and Saudi Ceramic (0.44
percent). The report also indicated that GPFG has
acquired stakes in ten other stocks. Abdulmohsen
Alhokair Group for Tourism and Development was
on top with a 1.23 percent stake buy. Abdullah Al
Othaim Markets followed with a 0.78 percent
stake.
GPFG stakes in Saudi stocks as of 2016-end
Company

Stake
(%)

No. of
shares

Value
(SAR mln)

Budget Saudi

4.98%

3,037,800

101.8

Alujain

2.67%

1,847,640

36.2

Herfy

2.33%

1,076,460

83.9

Al Mouwasat

1.90%

950,000

139.5

Al Hokair Tourism

1.23%

676,500

25.8

Bupa Arabia

1.18%

944,000

123.8

Dallah

1.11%

654,900

61.8

Tawuniya

0.91%

910,000

98

Aldrees

0.84%

336,000

13

Al Othaim

0.78%

351,000

34.6

SADAFCO

0.73%

237,250

29.5

Saudi German

0.68%

625,872

Al Hokair

0.66%

1,386,000

SPIMACO

0.49%

Al Andalus
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In 2017-2018 it will be worthwhile to keep an eye
on pension funds and SWFs, such as GPFG, especially for Saudi Arabia. The Kingdom is planning
the world’s largest IPO ever, which should attract
vast interest from mainstream institutional investors. Looking at the role of Western pension funds
and investors, their appetite could be constrained
due to internal pressure on transparency, social responsibility or political issues. Still, a Western pension or sovereign wealth fund also has the responsibility to its subscribers to prudently invest in assets and opportunities to earn an attractive return.
Saudi Arabia already seems to be of interest, looking at GPFG’s overall appetite for Tadawul stocks
and Saudi bonds, the Aramco IPO and possible
other privatization opportunities could still entice
the Norwegians also to be part of these endeavors,
even if they are still mainly hydrocarbon linked.
Divestments in 2016
Company

Previous
stake %

No. of
Shares

Al Khaleej Training

4.28%

1,712,000

Halwani

0.89%

254,286

45.7

Ceramic

0.44%

220,000

51

Al Tayyar

0.27%

566,055

588,000

24

Arabian Cement

0.19%

190,000

0.36%

252,000

4.9

Tasnee

0.18%

1,204,045

SAMBA

0.31%

6,200,000

150.4

SIIG

0.28%

1,260,000

23.5

Dar Al Arkan

0.16%

1,728,000

Advanced

0.27%

531,344

23.9

Riyad Bank

0.03%

900,000

SACO

0.24%

57,600

4.8

BSFR

0.23%

2,772,321

86.9

SGS

0.19%

357,200

23

SAVOLA

0.18%

961,165

38.7

Jarir

0.17%

153,000

17.5

Care

0.16%

71,760

4.7

Company

Stake %

Al Marai

0.15%

1,200,000

83.5

SABB

0.12%

1,800,000

43.1

Al Hokair Group

1.23%

No. of
Shares
676,500

Al Rajhi Bank

0.12%

1,950,000

119.6

YANSAB

0.10%

562,500

29.6

ANB

0.07%

700,000

14.4

Alinma

0.04%

600,000

7.9

SABIC

0.04%

1,200,000

100.3

Al Othaim
Saudi German
Al Andalus
SACO
SGS
Care
Al Rajhi Bank
Alinma
SEC

0.78%
0.68%
0.36%
0.24%
0.19%
0.16%
0.12%
0.04%
0.01%

351,000
625,872
252,000
57,600
357,200
71,760
1,950,000
600,000
416,659

STC

0.04%

800,000

52.6

Alawwal Bank

0.03%

342,922

5.1

SEC

0.01%

416,659

Total

10.4
1,713.50

Catering

0.03%

24,000

SIPCHEM

0.09%

330,000

Yanbu Cement

0.06%

94,500

Stakes Acquired in 2016

source: www.argaam.com
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UAE SWFS TO FOLLOW INTO QATAR’S STEPS,
SIAN INVESTMENTS TARGETED
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

After the multibillion investment spree by Qatar
Investment Authority (QIA) in Russia, largely based
on the acquisition of a stake in Russian oil
company Rosneft, another GCC country has set its
eyes on investment opportunities. The last weeks,
UAE’s Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) and
Mubadala Investment have openly been
discussing opportunities in Russia. Russian
minister of Energy Alexander Novak had a meeting
on March 6 in Houston (CERA Week) with
representatives of investment companies from
Wall Street and ADIA, China Investment
Corporation and others. When speaking to the
press, Novak said that “it was a closed meeting,
though, in general, I can say that it was a very
positive, business and constructive meeting.
Foreign investors are very well aware of the
situation in the oil and gas industry and economy
in Russia. We discussed in detail all the raised
questions".
In November 2016, Mubadala Development Company, which has now merged with IPIC, and is
called Mubadala Investment, stated that it may invest in a vegetable oil producer and a rice producer in Russia. The Russian Direct Investment
Fund (RDIF) stated that Mubadala and others consider a co-investment of about 10 billion rubles
($158 million) into EFKO Group, a major vegetable
oil and fat products maker in Russia. Another 9 billion rubles could be invested in AFG National, a
Russian rice producer. The latter was not real new,
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as RDIF and Mubadala already were investing in
Russian infrastructure, mining and other sectors
since 2013. The latter investments also were not
under stress, as they did not fall under possible international sanctions (US-EU) on Russian oil and
gas sector vehicles.
This now could be challenged, as Mubadala has
expressed an interest in investment opportunities
in the Russian energy market. A Mubadala spokesman stated last week that "Mubadala is in active
dialogue with Russian counterparts…. seeking opportunities of mutual benefit to both parties." UAE
Minister of Energy Suhail Mazroui last year indicated that Abu Dhabi is considering participating
in several projects in Russia, especially in the gas
sector. First target on the table seems now to be a
stake in Russia’s Eurasia Drilling. International
news sites reported on March 7 that Mubadala and
the Russia-China Investment Fund (RCIF) are mulling the joint acquisition of a 13-15 percent stake
in Russia’s Eurasia Drilling Co. (EDC). Details of a
possible deal were not being disclosed. Sources
stated that EDC, which is Russia’s largest onshore
oil drilling firm, will use the proceeds from the sale
to develop its fields. The company is controlled by
chief executive Alexander Djaparidze, who owns a
30.2 percent stake, and his business partner Alexander Putilov (22.4 percent), according to the latest public data from the end of 2014.
Not only oil, gas, energy and food is being targeted by Abu Dhabi’s SWFs in Russia. During one
of the largest defense conference and exhibitions
in the world, IDEX 2017, news emerged also that a
consortium made of Russian Direct Investment
Fund (RDIF) and investors from the Middle East is
interested to acquire a 12 percent stake in Russian
Helicopters. The total deal would entail $300 million investment to acquire 12 percent. Russian officials indicated that the consortium may choose
to further invest in Russian Helicopters and bring
the total amount to as much as $600 million (up to
a 25% stake). One of the Middle East investors is
slated to be Mubadala Investment. Already in
March 2016, Sergey Chemezov, head of Rostec,
the main Russian defense conglomerate, stated
that Mubadala Development was interested already. At IDEX 2017 other major defense deals
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have been also signed between the UAE and Russia, such as a project to develop fighter jets. Details
on the latter have not been made public, also not
which or if Emirati parties or SWFs could be involved in future.
It seems that not only UAE investments are going
to Russia, the other way around the same development is present. On March 4 Russian oil company
Lukoil started that it is targeting oil and gas projects in the UAE, next to Oman, Iran and Kuwait.
Gati Al Jebouri, VP Lukoil, stated that his company
wants to grow in the Middle East significantly. He
indicated a specific interest in the ongoing Abu
Dhabi license extension talks. Al Jebouri stated
that “we look forward to being able to participate
in offshore license extension that will happen in
2018.” In 2018, ADNOC is expected to decide on
future partners for the offshore concession which
expires.
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The fore mentioned developments show that GCC
countries, especially Qatar and the UAE, at present
are assessing their options of spreading their investment portfolios to new markets. After being
fully focused on the triangle US-EU-China, Russia
is now becoming a new hotspot for out-of-area investments by the leading sovereign wealth funds.
The impact of these funds is not only an increased
exposure to Russian risks, but also to a possible
backlash from the West if targeting strategic Russian sectors such as defense and energy, as both
have been under severe sanctions regimes.
However, the GCC views are clear, spreading your
risks is better than to be depending on stagnant
economic regions, where are also being influenced
by geopolitical developments. The growing potential of Russia inside of the Middle East, due to its
prowess and military engagement, is not only
providing Moscow access to the Arab region, it
now seems to be supporting a new influx of FDI in
the struggling Russian economy too.
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ISRAEL’S SWF: NEW KID ON THE BLOCK 2020 OR
STILLBORN?
ISRAEL

In addition to a long list of Arab SWFs, and the new
Turkish fund, the Israelis are also setting up such a
vehicle. Israeli news sites have already indicated
that at present the future of such an Israeli SWF is
still unclear. When discussed first, analysts and
politicians expected that the Israeli entity would be
set up in 2018. Main source of funding would be
the revenues of natural resources, mainly the
offshore oil and gas projects in the Mediterranean.
Newspaper Globes reported that the Bank of
Israel, the main responsible to set such a fund up,
has decided to suspend its work at present.
Sources said that the fund will not start before
2020, as the minimum amount for activating the
fund will not accumulate before 2020. The Israeli
Tax Authority’s revenue forecasts show that a level
of NIS1 billion ($250-$300 million), which needs to
come from excess profits on tax of natural gas
reservoirs and natural resources, will not be
reached before that year.
As discussed already when assessing Arab sovereign wealth funds and financing, oil and gas prices
also are playing a major role in Israel’s fund setup.
The Israeli Tax Authority, forced by lower oil and
gas prices worldwide, had to revise its revenue
forecasts. Due to lower than expected gas prices in
recent agreements with customers for the Tamar
reservoir, and the fact that sales volumes from
Tamar did not rise as fast as expected, tax incomes
needed to be revised downward.

As Israeli newspaper Globes stated, according to a
2015 assessment of the Bank of Israel, at the end
of 2019 NIS 4 billion (around $1 billion) should
have been accumulated in the fund. The latter figures were based on the excess profits tax of up to
50% on the natural gas reservoirs, as recommended by the Sheshinski 1 Committee, and a
42% excess profits tax on other natural resources,
as recommended by the Sheshinski 2 Committee.
These income streams however are fully linked to
the profits of the ventures. The gas developers will
begin paying tax only after they make back 150230% of their recognized investment in development of the reservoirs.
Another main constraint, that has not been taken
into account by the Israeli government, was the
fact that in the framework of the gas plan, the state
allowed the Tamar partnerships to make additional
drillings in order to increase the quantity of gas
that will be supplied to the economy. This has severely delayed the tax paying date of the companies. Some even indicated tax dates were pushed
back by 2 years. In the case of Israel Chemicals, the
state agreed that the company would pay tax only
on profit in excess of an 11% return on capital,
thereby linking tax revenues to global potash
prices.
The coming months could become decisive for the
fund’s future. If no real tax regime will be put in
place, linked to a more strict and rational exploration and production agreement, further delays are
to be expected. Even that the Israelis have been
assessing all the negative effects of the Dutch Disease or rentier state mistakes, some very basic issues have been overlooked. To set up a new SWF,
largely based on the revenue or tax income
streams of natural resources, income and taxes are
directly linked to global markets and preferences
of customers, investors and politicians.
Based on the fact that all gas in Israel is being produced by private parties, and the state doesn’t
hold real stakes, the government can’t transfer all
the profits from gas sales. Israel should not make
a Dutch Disease mistake. The views of analysts or
politicians indicating that the ministry should
transfer a portion of the (expected) royalties to the
current budget should be countered. To support
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an Israeli SWF all royalties should be put into the
fund. The latter could than for the next decades
generate enough financial leverage to support
economic growth in Israel. A stark warning needs
to be given. Even in the most optimistic case, total
revenues in the fund will not be more than several
tens of billions of dollars. No spending spree of
political friendships or Wasta system should be
supported by this.
The last gas royalty figures also show that politicians should be very prudent and not overexcited.
According to the Israeli Ministry of National Infrastructure, Energy and Water Resources, natural gas
royalties in 2016 from the Tamar reservoir were
NIS 819 million. For all natural resources in Israel,
royalties in 2016 amounted to NIS 854 million, up
8.5%, compared with NIS 788 million in 2015. The
additional royalties were generated by Yam Tethys
(NIS 1.8 million), Meged (NIS 4.7 million), Heletz
(NIS 313,000), and Tamrur Cliff (NIS 11,000) gas
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fields. Israel also received around NIS23.5 million
from minerals. These are all positive financial developments but in general not enough to get excited about. Israel’s SWF in 2020 will be considered
a very small fund to say the least. Total impact on
a global scale will be almost not feasible, but as an
investment vehicle in Israel it could generate
enough leverage to assist the country’s growth.

REGIONAL & COUNTRY FOCUS

WORLD

EBRD and Gulf SWFs discussing co-investments
Suma Chakrabarti, president of the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), has
stated that the bank is in talks with Gulf sovereign
wealth funds to invest jointly. He hopes to complete a round of fund-raising for such investments
by the end of this year. The EBRD, which is owned
by 65 countries, aids economies by lending to
companies and projects and taking equity stakes
in them. In recent years it has expanded its activities beyond eastern Europe and after the Arab uprisings of 2011, began operating in Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco and Tunisia. Chakrabarti said he was arguing to the Gulf sovereign funds that EBRD projects offered good commercial returns, and also
that such investments made sense because of the
Gulf’s growing commercial and political ties with
EBRD member states as far afield as eastern Europe and Georgia.
The EBRD has declined to name the funds, but said
they were at the stage of doing due diligence on
the EBRD’s business model. Several Gulf sovereign
funds are among the world’s largest, with assets in
the hundreds of billions of dollars. As low oil prices
strain Gulf governments’ finances, reducing flows
of new petrodollars into the funds, they are looking at ways to boost returns.
Some Arab SWFs are already co-investing indirectly in projects with other multilateral institutions. Last month, Bahrain’s Asma Capital agreed
to buy a stake in the water business of United Arab
Emirates utility company Utico in a deal worth
$147 million; Asma’s owners include Saudi Arabia’s
Public Investment Fund and the Islamic Development Bank.
The EBRD has said that it is asking Gulf sovereign
funds to invest in its Equity Participation Fund,
which gives long-term institutional investors exposure to EBRD equity investments above 10 million
euros ($10.6 million). The fund was launched last
year with an initial size of 350 million euros and
China’s State Administration of Foreign Exchange
and the State Oil Fund of Azerbaijan as corner-
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stone investors. A second closing of the fund is expected to be completed later this year. The EBRD
chairman also said that sovereign funds might also
choose to invest directly in projects alongside the
EBRD. At present, the EBRD has invested 5 billion
euros in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Tunisia.
(REUTERS, FEBRUARY 13)

SWFs take a look in the mirror
A group of 29 sovereign wealth funds have simultaneously published their own assessments of how
they apply a set of good practice principles to their
funds. Members of the International Forum of
Sovereign Wealth Funds published information on
how they apply the Santiago Principles, which
cover good practice in governance, investment
processes and risk management for sovereign
wealth funds. The forum asks its members to produce a self-assessment against the Santiago Principles every two years. In 2014, 15 IFSWF members
published these documents.
“This is an important milestone for sovereign
wealth fund transparency and disclosure,” said
Duncan Bonfield, CEO of the IFSWF secretariat, in
a news release announcing the move. “Our members often concentrate on communicating with
their local audiences, in their own language. These
self-assessments, in English, provide the international financial community with valuable insight
into our members' policies and structures.”
The publication coincides with the release of a
study highlighting the major trends from the documents. “Trends in Transparency: Santiago Principle Self-Assessments 2016” was authored by a
team from SovereigNET at the Fletcher School,
Tufts University. Among the trends is a finding
that while there are common structures and approaches to applying the Santiago Principles, no
single model emerges from the reports. Instead,
the study found that self-assessments reflect local
traditions. IFSWF members represent about 70%
of all assets managed by sovereign wealth funds.
The self-assessments are available on the IFSWF
website. (PIONLINE.COM, MARCH 6)
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PE/VC eyeing funds crunch 2016 India,
SWFs reluctant?
Private equity (PE) and venture capital (VC) firms
aren’t able to attract investments as easily as they
may have liked. In 2016, 42 India-focussed funds
together mopped up $5.07 billion, about 9% lower
than the amount raised in 2015, data from News
Corp VCCEdge shows. VC firms such as Sequoia
Capital India, which raised a fairly large amount of
$920 million in 2016, invested in two dozen startups, including Urban ladder, Voonik, Practo,
ZoomCar. In the previous year, Sequoia had invested in more than 40 start-ups.
Resurgent Power Ventures (RPV), set up to invest
in power projects by the ICICI Group and Tata
Group, managed to raise $843 million; it had targeted an $850-million corpus. Caisse de depot et
placement du Quebec (CDPQ) of Canada, Kuwait
Investment Authority and State General Reserve
Fund of Oman are the other investors in the fund.
Multiples Private Equity Fund II LLP too raised
more than it had targeted, picking up $685 million
but India Advantage Fund Series IV picked up $350
million, short of its original target of $500 million.
Consulting firm KPMG notes that VC firms are taking more time to evaluate start-ups as they look
for scalable and profitable business models. Funds
are becoming choosy, the firm said in a recent report adding that IT companies, technology-oriented start-ups and fintechs walked away with a
large portion of both PE and VC money. (TIMES
INDIA, MARCH 6)

Henderson Park enters London PRS with
£140m Barratt portfolio
British real estate investment platform Henderson
Park has made its first investment into the capital’s
private rented sector (PRS) after acquiring a 172home residential portfolio with Greystar. £140.5m
was paid to acquire the portfolio from Barratt Developments, which includes 29 units at Aldgate
Place, 25 in the West London Fulham Riverside development, as well as the forward purchase of a
tower at Nine Elms Point in London Southbank.
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Henderson Park, which is helmed by Nick Weber,
has invested in London’s PRS market since it
launched last September with $500m backed by
headline partners Stone Point Capital, Kuwait Investment Authority and Wafra Investment Advisory Group. (BDAILY, MARCH 6)

Russian energy minister holds talks Wall
Street investors and SWFs
The meeting with the representatives of investment companies from Wall Street was positive and
the participants of the meeting asked questions
regarding some specific projects, Russian Energy
Minister Alexander Novak said on the sidelines of
CERAWeek in Houston, Texas. "It was a closed
meeting, though, in general, I can say that it was a
very positive, business and constructive meeting.
Foreign investors are very well aware of the situation in the oil and gas industry and economy
in Russia. We discussed in detail all the raised
questions," Novak told reporters. According to the
minister, the investors "asked questions" regarding
some specific projects.
A spokeswoman for the Russian Energy Ministry
told Sputnik that Novak had held a meeting
with the representatives of foreign invest companies on the sidelines of the conference in Houston.
According to the spokeswoman, the representatives of Fidelity Investments, Wellington, Och-Ziff
Capital Management, Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, First Reserve Corporation, Silk Road Fund,
China Investment Corporation, Blackstone Energy
Partners, Pointstate Capital took part in the event.
(SPUTNIK, MARCH 7)

Foreign buyers eye U.S. pipeline investments in hunt for steady yields
Foreign institutional investors, including sovereign
wealth funds, are studying investments in the U.S.
interstate oil and gas pipeline network as a way to
obtain recurring returns in a low interest-rate environment. Dealmakers said they are advising
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funds, including from Asia, Australia and the Middle East, about potential investments that could
bring billions of dollars of new capital to the sector.
Other infrastructure areas also have attracted institutional investors. Drawn to the potential for
steady long-term incomes, they have purchased
stakes in companies operating toll roads, airports
and utilities.
Peter Bowden, co-head of energy investment
banking at Jefferies Group LLC, said major pipelines with long-term contracts structured as takeor-pay deals from creditworthy shippers are most
attractive to foreign buyers. Under take-or-pay, a
firm wanting to use the pipeline agrees to move a
certain amount of hydrocarbons for a fixed price
but pays a separate penalty price for every barrel
of oil equivalent not subsequently transported.
The entry of deep-pocketed foreign institutional
investors to pipeline sale processes has added
heightened competition to domestic capital already chasing a finite pool of assets, according to
dealmakers.

BAHRAIN

Bahrain project investments increase 2017
The governor of the Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB)
has forecast 3.5 percent non-oil GDP growth for
2017, saying the country has managed to adapt to
“new economic realities”. However, he admitted
that rating agencies’ downgrading of Bahrain to
‘junk’ status last year was concerning. Rasheed
Mohammed Al Maraj said his forecast 2017 GDP
growth for Bahrain was 3.5 percent, representing a
slight drop from his projected 3.6 percent in 2016,
the figures for which have not been finalised.
“The non-oil sector in Bahrain has been doing reasonably well, and economic diversification has
made the country very resilient against the challenges we have seen in the last 2-3 years.” Al Maraj
said there had been a rise in new infrastructure and
real estate projects in Bahrain in recent months,
which would serve to support GDP growth in 2017,
while the anticipated marginal recovery in oil
prices to above $60 per barrel this year would lend
it further momentum.
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These funds are exploring two main investment
routes. One approach is to buy a project directly
through a joint venture with other partners. The
preferred option, however, is providing funds to
projects and their developers, typically energy or
private-equity firms. This approach helps to overcome two potential hurdles to such transactions:
tax liability, and a review by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) for
non-American owners.
CFIUS, a government body that adjudicates on
deals when there are potential national security
implications for an overseas party owning an
American company. Such national security objections prompted China National Offshore Oil Corp
to withdraw its $18.5 billion bid for California's Unocal Corp in 2005. (REUTERS, MARCH 9)

Standard & Poor’s, Fitch Ratings and Moody’s all
downgraded Bahrain to BB or BB+ in 2016, giving
the sovereign ‘junk’ or ‘non-investment’ status.
S&P and Fitch have since amended their ratings to
B- and B+, respectively.
(Reuters, February 28)
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MIDEAST DEBT-Oman gains breathing
space with jumbo $5 billion bond sale
Oman government has given itself breathing
space from the pressure of financing a large
budget deficit by selling $5 billion of international
bonds, almost completing its entire foreign borrowing plan for 2017 in a single issue. March 1's
bond sale, in tranches of five, 10 and 30 years, was
about double the size that most investors had expected and a huge amount for a country which returned to the international bond market in 2016
after an absence of two decades.
Order books for the issue totalled $20 billion,
bankers said, showing that though Oman is among
the financially weakest oil exporters in the Gulf, it
can for now count on strong international demand
for its high-yielding debt.
At the beginning of this year, Oman said it planned
to cover a projected 3 billion rial ($7.8 billion)
budget deficit in 2017 with 2.1 billion rials of international borrowing, 400 million rials of domestic
borrowing and the drawdown of 500 million rials
from financial reserves. This week's bond sale covered over 90 percent of the international borrowing plan. The early issuance may save money for
Oman since U.S. interest rate hikes are set to resume as soon as this month, and given the risk that
credit rating agencies could lower Oman's rating
or outlook later this year. "Unless they spend more
than planned - which may be a possibility - they
may not need to tap the international debt market
again" this year, said Anita Yadav, head of fixed income research at Emirates NBD.
Alternatively, if Oman does choose to raise more
foreign debt abroad this year, it could reduce its
domestic borrowing, which threatens to hurt the
economy by tightening liquidity in the banking
system. Oman's issue this week "put its public finances in a safe space and removed potential disruptive causes of uncertainty", said Fabio Scacciavillani, chief strategy officer at Oman Investment Fund, one of the country's sovereign funds.
The five-year tranche, a maturity which traditionally attracts demand from Gulf investors, totalled
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$1 billion, while the 10- and 30-year tranches
raised $2 billion each. Much of the two longer
tranches appeared to go to U.S. investors, who also
snapped up Saudi Arabia's debut bond issue last
October. This reduced the impact of Oman's bond
on liquidity within the region, bankers said. The
five-year bond was launched at 190 basis points
over mid-swaps, the 10-year at 300 bps over and
the 30-year at 387.5 bps over.
"The government would have paid more if the deal
had been done after a U.S. rate hike. Also the risk
of a rating downgrade is non-negligible, given that
Standard & Poor's has a negative outlook on its
BBB- rating on Oman. Pricing would have been a
lot higher if the rating had changed negatively,"
said Yadav. The rating risk suggests Oman's next
international debt sale may be more difficult. The
government is seeking to increase revenues
through a range of reforms but has limited room
to manoeuvre. In early February, public criticism of
the government's hikes of local fuel prices
prompted the cabinet to freeze the price of the
basic type of gasoline, pending new steps to compensate poorer Omanis.
Analysts at U Capital Research estimated the 15
percent rate would increase tax revenue by only
about 33 million rials. A bigger tax increase could
risk a slowdown in the economy while it is already
under
pressure
from
low
oil
prices.
(NASDAG.COM, MARCH 2)

Oman deficit will require external financing: BoA Merrill Lynch
Oman's continued large twin deficits imply a need
for material external financing to prevent sustained erosion in foreign assets and to defend the
US dollar peg, a report says. Further borrowing is
likely to pressure external debt, especially if a
downgrade to non-investment grade removes a
source of technical support as debt levels increase
further, said the Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s
Emerging Insight report on Oman by its Mena
economist Jean-Michel Saliba. In the absence of
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material fiscal consolidation, debt dynamics remain adverse and unanchored, despite the low
starting level for government debt, it said.

external public sector medium-term debt repayment profile suggests in addition $1.5bn in annual
average redemptions over 2017-2020.

Fiscal Accounts Under Pressure
The sharp drop in oil prices last year and spending
slippage have led to a large widening in the fiscal
deficit in 2016. The consolidated government fiscal
balance recorded a deficit of OR5.2 billion
($13.5bn, 22.6% of GDP) in 2016, widening from
OR4.2bn ($10.8bn, 16.9% of GDP) in 2015. On the
revenue side, this was due to a substantial fall in
hydrocarbon revenues, only partially offset by an
increase in non-oil revenues. The latter was mostly
due to an increase in investment income and miscellaneous revenues including fees and asset sales,
which suggests the increase may not be recurrent.
BofA Merrill Lynch expect the fiscal deficit to narrow this year on higher oil prices, but hover around
2015 levels. The 2017 budget targets narrowing of
the fiscal deficit (excluding net grants) to OR3 billion, based on an oil price assumption of $45/bbl.

Large external borrowing and potential support
from non-resident entities have prevented a more
rapid erosion of gross foreign assets than implied
by external imbalances, it said. Total gross foreign
assets, including CBO, the State General Reserve
Fund (SGRF), the Petroleum Reserve Fund (PRF),
the Infrastructure Project Finance Account (IPT),
and Oman Investment Fund (OIF), have declined to
$38.8bn (64.9% of GDP) at end-2016, from a peak
of $51.5bn (66% of GDP) in 2013.

External Borrowing
Authorities plan to cover the 2017 fiscal gap with
an OR0.5bn ($1.3bn) drawdown from reserve assets, OR2.1bn ($5.5bn) in external borrowing, and
OR0.4bn ($1bn) in domestic borrowing, the report
said. Government debt has increased materially,
albeit from a low base. Total government debt
stood at $19.7bn (32.6% of GDP) in 2016, from
4.9% of GDP in 2014. The largest increase has
come from external debt, which stood at 22% of
GDP ($13.4bn).

Oman Investment Fund about to close
$600 mln loan for Omantel buy

Current Deficit Pressures Peg
The sharp drop in oil prices last year has led to a
large widening in the current account deficit in
2016 despite continued import contraction (20%
YoY). 3Q16 current account deficit data annualises
at $12.8bn (21.4% of GDP), versus a deficit of
$10.8bn (16.9% of GDP). Net errors and omissions
show a further annual outflow of $1bn, the report
said. External borrowing has supported CBO FX reserves, including through the issuance of a $4.5bn
international bond, a $4bn PDO pre-export facility,
a $1bn syndicated loan and $1bn bilateral shortterm loan with China (expiring in May 2017). The
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Boosted by external debt proceeds and non-resident deposits, CBO foreign assets stood at $20.3bn
in 2016 (33.9% of GDP). As such, liquid foreign assets likely represent 2.5 years of external financing
needs, providing near-term cushion, the report
said. (AL BAWABA, MARCH 2)

Omani sovereign wealth fund Oman Investment
Fund is about to complete syndication of a $600
million loan needed for the acquisition of the ministry of finance’s shares in Oman Telecommunications Co (Omantel), sources familiar with the situation said. The $600 million, five-year loan offers
lenders a margin of 230 basis points over the London Interbank Offered Rate plus bank fees starting
at 60 bps over Libor for the highest level of banks’
participation, the sources said. Oman Investment
Fund did not respond to an emailed request for
comment.
The loan is in the final stages of syndication and
should close in coming days, the sources said. The
sovereign fund would use the money to back the
acquisition of a 51 percent stake in Omantel. A
transfer of shares from the ministry of finance to
the fund was announced in December last year.
Omantel posted profits of 116.7 million rials ($303
million) in 2016, up from 48.5 million rials in 2015.
(REUTERS, MARCH 16)
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QATAR

Morgan Stanley to divest stake London's
Walkie Talkie Building
Morgan Stanley’s real estate arm is looking to sell
its 12% stake in London’s Walkie Talkie skyscraper,
worth nearly $150 million. People familiar with the
matter said China Investment Corp., which also
owns a share in the tower, is considering taking
over Morgan Stanley's interest. The world's second-largest sovereign wealth fund has six weeks to
reach an agreement with Morgan Stanley before
the sale is offered to other buyers, Bloomberg reports. The building’s other co-owners, Canary
Wharf Group, Brookfield Property Partners and the
Qatar Investment Authority, are also considering
grabbing the share before it goes public. Morgan
Stanley’s desire to sell in Britain’s post-Brexit market comes as investors are backing away from the
market, investment in London office buildings fell
29% last year to its lowest level in five years.
(FORBES, MARCH 3)

QIA/Qatar Airways focus on airline India
Qatar Airways has stated that it plans to start an
airline in India. The investments will come from the
Qatar Investment Authority (QIA), the country’s
sovereign wealth fund. Qatar Airways CEO Akbar
Al Baker stated that his company is considering the
latter after that India’s Modi government allowed
100% FDI in the sector last June. A Qatar Airways
spokesperson quoted the CEO saying that since India now allows 100% FDI, he plans to do so with
Qatar Investment Authority. Baker also said that he
will be making an application to launch a domestic
airline in India soon. Since years, Qatar Airways has
been eyeing a stake in IndiGo but the Indian
budget carrier has not done so. In June 2016 the
Modi government had allowed Indian carriers to
be fully owned by foreign entities. While foreign
carriers will still be required to have up to 49%
stake in airlines here, they can now get a foreign
partner, like a sovereign wealth fund or an institutional investor, and not look for an Indian partner
to put in the remaining 51%.
At present, only three Indian carriers have investment by foreign airlines. Abu Dhabi's Etihad has a
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24% stake in Jet Airways. Tata Group holds 51%
stake in Vistara and AirAsia India each, with Singapore Airlines and AirAsia Berhad having the remaining 49% in them respectively. (TIMES OF INDIA, MARCH 8)

Rosneft board rumours abound, sources
claim Glencore’s Glasenberg in running
Glencore’s chief Ivan Glasenberg and a top executive from Qatar’s state wealth fund QIA will likely
join the board of Russia’s Rosneft this year, according to sources. Swiss-based Glencore and Qatar
bought 19.5 percent in the Kremlin oil major in December for more than $10.6 billion. Sources say
Rosneft has now nominated Glencore CEO Glasenberg alongside a QIA representative to the board.
They are said to be elected at the firm’s annual
general meeting before the end of June. The
sources did not name a QIA representative. Rosneft’s board is run by Chairman and Chief Executive Igor Sechin, one of President Vladimir Putin’s
closest allies. If sources prove right, Glasenberg will
join the head of BP Bob Dudley who has sat on the
board for a number of years since the British oil
major bought a 19 percent stake in Rosneft. Dudley remained a board member even after the
United States and the European Union slapped
sanctions on Rosneft and personally on Sechin for
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014.
The Rosneft stake sale to Glencore and Qatar’s QIA
is one of the biggest privatisation transactions
since the fall of the Soviet Union. (ENERGYVOICE,
MARCH 8)

Douglas Emmett buying 1299 Ocean for
roughly $290M, QIA taking part?
It’s hard to outbid Douglas Emmett. The company,
known for paying top dollar and holding assets
long-term, is in contract to purchase the Wilshire
Palisades building for about $287 million, or
$1,400 a square foot, sources told The Real Deal. If
the deal to purchase the property from Blackstone
Group closes, it would be the highest per-squarefoot sale price in Santa Monica’s history.
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Other bidders for the 11-story, 205,000-squarefoot, ocean-facing property at 1299 Ocean Avenue
included Boston Properties, sources said. But
Douglas Emmett (DEI) blew the pack away by offering a stiff premium, when TRD wrote about the
building being shopped around last month,
sources familiar with the property said they expected it to trade for about $238 million, or $1,165
a square foot. The deal is expected to close in the
coming months, sources said.

The mega-landlord’s joint venture partner on the
deal is Qatar Investment Authority, sources said,
but this could not be confirmed. QIA, the sovereign
wealth fund of Qatar, was DEI’s joint venture partner on a $1.34 billion acquisition of a Westside office portfolio from Blackstone last year.

$3.3bn acquisition Japan’s SoftBank

raising concerns about its debt-heavy balance
sheet. SoftBank has said it will put up about $25
billion for the Vision Fund over the next five years,
while the Saudi public investment fund’s contribution could reach $45 billion. US tech giants Apple
and Qualcomm, as well as Oracle chairman Larry
Ellison will invest $1.0 billion each in the fund,
Bloomberg said. (AFP, FEBRUARY 15)

Japan’s SoftBank stated that it will buy US asset
manager Fortress Investment Group for $3.3 billion, as it moves to hire experienced money managers before launching a major technology investment fund. The mobile giant said it was paying
$8.08 a share for New York-based Fortress, which
is a 39 percent premium. Fortress is a global investment firm with 1,100 employees and $70.1 billion in assets under management as of September
last year, according to a joint statement. SoftBank’s
founder Masayoshi Son pledged to invest $50 billion in business and job-creation in the United
States, winning praise from the then-presidentelect. The money would come from the $100 billion technology investment fund he is setting up
with Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund and
other partners, a move announced in mid-October. The Japanese billionaire plans to use the SoftBank Vision Fund to invest heavily in the “Internet
of Things,” artificial intelligence and robotics.
SoftBank, which is little known outside Japan, has
gone on an acquisition spree over the years. It paid
$22 billion for 80 percent of US mobile carrier
Sprint in 2013 and more recently announced the
$32-billion purchase of British iPhone chip designer ARM Holdings
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DEI is also in talks to acquire the 86,700-squarefoot office at 429 Santa Monica Boulevard from
Blackstone for more than $73.7 million, or $850 a
square foot, sources said. QIA is said to be a partner on that deal as well. (THE REAL DEAL, MARCH
9)

Saudi Arabia targeting fund titans to assist
with future investments
Yasir Alrumayyan, the former investment banker
now in charge of building up Saudi Arabia’s Public
Investment Fund (PIF), is currently making a pitch
to some of the world’s most successful investors.
In closed-door meetings with Blackstone Group
co-founder Stephen Schwarzman, Carlyle Group’s
David Rubenstein, and others, he had made a
pitch: Help us build our investing expertise, and
you can run money for us. A lot of it. At present,
the PIF has become part of Deputy Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman’s plan to wean Saudi Arabia off its reliance on oil and make it a financial
powerhouse. Already it’s committed $45bn to a
new technology fund. It’s a high-stakes plan for
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the 31-year-old prince. new technology fund. It’s a
high-stakes plan for the 31-year-old prince.
If the PIF’s team makes a misstep, the prince’s critics may question why he’s ploughing revenue from
oil into companies abroad rather than spending it
at home. “Any failure of the new sovereign wealth
fund would be used to return to the old privileges
and structures,” says Jean-Francois Seznec, a political scientist and nonresident senior fellow at the
Global Energy Center of the Atlantic Council.
Prince Mohammed’s rivals could use it “to build a
bigger coalition to have him sidelined.”
The Deputy Crown Prince was given control of
economic policy and the massive Saudi Arabian Oil
Co by his father, King Salman, in 2015. He plans to
sell up to 5% of the state oil monopoly, Saudi Aramco, in an initial public offering in 2018. Ownership of Aramco will be transferred to the PIF, as will
the proceeds from the IPO. If the IPO is successful,
Aramco could be valued at $2 trillion, which would
make the Saudi PIF the world’s biggest sovereign
fund when it takes ownership of the company. Of
course, most of the fund’s wealth would be tied up
in Aramco. And the actual value of the company is
hotly debated. An analysis by Wood Mackenzie Ltd
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has put the valuation at $400bn, according to clients who attended a private meeting with the energy consulting group.
Even with a lower Aramco valuation, the Saudi
wealth fund will be big. It already has some $160bn
in assets, and the kingdom has announced a
100bn-riyal ($27bn) transfer from official reserves.
By 2020 the PIF plans to use half the assets not tied
up in Saudi Aramco to invest abroad, up from 5%
currently.
Since the plan was announced last year, the fund
has funneled about $50bn of the kingdom’s reserves into investments abroad, almost all of it into
technology. That includes a $3.5bn stake in Uber
Technologies Inc, an agreement to form a $1bn ecommerce company, and a $45bn commitment to
a global technology fund formed by Japan’s SoftBank Group Corp.
Some criticism has popped up. Some have stated
that there’s a risk that the PIF is chasing the bright
lights, and they need to pay attention to valuations. The PIF plans to build a portfolio diversified
across industries, geography, and asset classes, according to a person familiar with the fund’s thinking.
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The real risk the coming years will be how to make
sure that investments are going to work. The deals
highlight the difficulties of putting large amounts
of money to work quickly. “The PIF is going full
speed into asset classes that some other mature
funds have stayed away from,” says Sven Behrendt,
managing director of political risk consultant GeoEconomica GmbH. “Saudi government reserves are
dwindling, so they better make a decent return,
and fast. I see some chance that in a few years the
wisdom of the PIF’s initial investment approach will
be questioned.”
Alrumayyan, who was tapped by the prince in
2015, has more than doubled the number of employees in the past year, to about 130. By comparison, the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, or ADIA,
employs 1,700 people to manage its $792bn in
sovereign wealth, according to its latest annual report.
Other government funds have stumbled with
some of their international investments. China Investment Corp in 2014 vowed to improve how it
manages its overseas portfolio after state auditors
found dereliction of duty by managers and inadequate due diligence in 12 investments made from
2008 to 2013, leading to losses. The ADIA in 2007
bought a 4.9% stake in Citigroup, just in time to
get hit by the financial crisis.
Saudi Arabia until recently kept a low profile in
overseas investments. That’s one reason Alrumayyan earlier this year reached out to the investment
executives. The preliminary discussions included
whether the private equity firms could oversee
some of the PIF’s investments for a fee or take minority stakes in individual companies in the portfolio, according to people familiar with the matter.
Investment success would help the prince win
broad support in a society that is facing reductions
government handouts. Bonus payments for state
employees were cancelled, and ministers’ salaries
were slashed 20% in September. The government
started raising the price of fuel at the end of last
year.
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“If Prince Mohammed fails, the consequences for
the country would be dire,” says Seznec, the political scientist. “We would be back to the people being dependent on the state and the economy fully
dependent on handouts.” (GULF TIME, BLOOMBERG, MARCH 4)

Saudi PIF reaches $50bn deals volume
Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund (PIF) deals
have increased in the past year to reach $50bln in
the technology sector, news site Bloomberg reports. The report also highlighted that the PIF
plans to build a diversified portfolio to keep up
with modern economic changes. The deals are
topped with a $45bn commitment from Japan’s
SoftBank Group Corp, $3.5bn stake in Uber, and
$500mln in noon.com. Bloomberg indicated that
Saudi Arabia is keen on supporting the fund and
pumped 100 billion riyals into last year’s capital. It
aims to make the fund more influential and pave
the way for it to become the largest sovereign fund
in the world, with a $2 trillion worth. The fund plans
to raise the foreign investments to 50 percent by
2030, instead of the current 5 percent ratio. It also
owns stakes in many governmental institutions
and banks. (AL ARABIYA, MARCH 4)

Saudi Arabia targets to lift 4% foreign
stock ownership
Saudi Arabia is seeking ways to boost foreign investment in its bourse, almost two years after easing access to the one of the world’s most restricted
exchanges. The Tadawul, as the market is known,
will hold talks with companies already trading on
other Gulf Cooperation Council exchanges for a
cross-listing in the kingdom by 2018, chief executive officer Khalid al-Hussan said in an interview in
Riyadh on February 26. The country is also counting on rules that will extend the settlement cycle
on stock trades to attract more foreign investors,
according to the vice-chairman of the country’s
Capital Market Authority. Saudi Arabia allowed
foreign investors to trade stocks directly in 2015,
prompting analysts such as John Burbank, founder
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of San Francisco-based hedge fund Passport Capital, to predict that billions of dollars of investment
from overseas would flow into the market.
Total foreign ownership of Saudi stocks is about
4%. The kingdom only has Saudi Arabian companies listed on its bourse. Aluminium Bahrain, which
is listed in Manama, halted plans to be the first
non-Saudi company to list on the Tadawul in 2015,
chief executive officer Tim Murray said at the time.
The Tadawul also wants private companies in the
GCC to sell shares on its alternative market, Nomu,
with the first expected this year, al-Hussan said.
The Tadawul is also on track for its own initial public offering next year, al-Hussan said. The exchange
hired HSBC Holdings’ Saudi unit as a financial adviser for the sale in May. The Tadawul has about 50
qualified foreign investors and expects to draw
more after shifting to a T+2 cycle by the end of
June, a system used across most major exchanges,
Capital Market Authority vice chairman Mohammed al-Kuwaiz said in an interview. The current
system requires same-day settlement.
The country is also aiming for inclusion in MSCI
Inc’s emerging-market index to boost foreign
ownership. “T+2 is the last missing piece of the
puzzle for MSCI to move forward on” possibly including Saudi Arabia on its emerging-market
watchlist, Wafic Nsouli, the managing director and
head of equities at Dubai-based investment bank
Arqaam Capital Ltd, said by e-mail on February 26.
This is “a game changer for the country and the
wider region and one we expect as soon as this
May,” he said.
The Gulf’s biggest stock exchange is seeking to attract more capital from abroad as Saudi Arabia
goes through unprecedented economic and social
change. Foreign investment is a cornerstone of
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s
“Saudi Vision 2030,” a blueprint for the post-oil period that includes plans to sell shares in state oil
giant Saudi Arabian Oil Co and expand its sovereign wealth fund into the world’s largest. (GULF
TIMES, MARCH 5)
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Saudi Aramco expected to be valued
at $1-1.5trn
International fund managers and institutional investors expect oil giant Saudi Aramco to have a
market capitalisation of $1 trillion to $1.5 trillion
when it sells shares to the public next year, a survey
by regional investment bank EFG Hermes showed.
The valuation of Aramco. the world's biggest oil
firm, has been the focus of intense speculation
since the Saudi government last year announced
plans to sell up to 5 percent of it and list the shares
in Riyadh and at least one foreign stock exchange.
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman,
who oversees the kingdom's economic policy, has
said the sale is expected to value Aramco at $2 trillion or more, making it by the far the world's largest initial public offer.
The EFG Hermes survey, conducted at an investment conference organised by the bank in Dubai,
found 39 percent of respondents predicted the
market would value Aramco at between $1 trillion
and $1.5 trillion. Thirty-six percent expect a valuation below $1 trillion, and 24 percent a figure
above $1.5 trillion, the bank said. EFG Hermes said
it polled 510 international fund managers and investors from 260 institutions at the conference, as
well as 147 other companies. It did not say how
many of them had replied to the question on Aramco.
The company's ultimate valuation will depend on
decisions that are expected to be made by Saudi
authorities in coming months, including the tax
rate that Aramco will pay as a public company, and
the portion of Aramco's huge and diverse array of
assets that is included in the listed entity.
The EFG Hermes survey suggests a higher valuation than some estimates by private analysts. Last
year Foreign Reports, a Washington-based oil industry consultancy, calculated Aramco could have
a market value of $250-460 billion, excluding the
value of refining assets and guaranteed access to
oil and gas.
Aramco's valuation is important for Saudi Arabia
because it will determine how much money the
government makes from the IPO and the size of
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foreign fund flows that are expected to enter the
country to buy the shares. The huge IPO looks
likely to strengthen the case for Saudi Arabia to
join the emerging markets indexes of international
index compilers such as MSCI, a step which could
attract tens of billions of dollars of fresh foreign
money to the kingdom.
The EFG Hermes survey found 16 percent of respondents expected Saudi Arabia to join MSCI's
emerging markets index next year, 34 percent in
2019, 22 percent in 2020 and 27 percent at a later
date. (REUTERS, MARCH 6)

$8bn ARM stake SoftBank to Saudi Arabia
fund
British newspaper Financial Times reports that
Japan's SoftBank is to place a roughly $8 billion
stake in ARM, the British chip designer it bought
last year, into a technology investment fund it has
created with Saudi Arabia. SoftBank , which is run
by founder Masayoshi Son, bought ARM, Britain's
most valuable technology company, for $32 billion
last year.

TURKEY

Turkey transfers Izmir Port stakes to new
sovereign wealth fund
The Turkish government has transferred stakes in
İzmir Port, which has been in privatization portfolio
since 2007, to the Turkish Wealth Fund, in a bid to
help finance giant infrastructure projects. The
stake transfer was informed to respective authorities, according to sources. Turkish news sources
stated that the wealth fund will have the authority
to rent, transfer or sell the port. Turkey transferred
stakes worth billions of dollars in Ziraat Bank, the
Borsa Istanbul stock exchange, Turkish Airlines and
state-owned pipeline operator BOTAŞ, among
others, to the new sovereign wealth fund on February 5 and 6. In a reaction to criticism by opposition groups, the government has said that the fund
will never interfere with the management strategies of these companies.
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Two sources have said that SoftBank would place
25 percent of ARM into its Vision Fund. It said the
decision was made as the fund was seeking to secure the backing of Mubadala, the Abu Dhabi
state-backed investment group, which wanted the
Vision Fund to own a portion of ARM.
The FT said the British government, which backed
the initial takeover, had been notified of the transaction and did not raise any concerns. Softbank
declined to comment.
Son and Saudia Arabia's sovereign wealth fund
created the technology investment fund that could
grow as large as $100 billion and become a kingpin in the high-tech industry. Mubadala said in
January that it was in talks with SoftBank to invest
in the fund. A source familiar with the talks told
Reuters at the time that Mubadala might invest between $10 billion and $15 billion, and that an
agreement could be signed in the following few
weeks. Discussions between Mubadala and SoftBank are said to be concentrating around structural and financial details of the investment as well
as aspects of the fund and Mubadala’s role in it.
(Fortune, March 8)

A tender was opened in May 2007 to privatize the
İzmir Port, owned by the State Railways (TCDD) for
a 49-year period. A consortium comprised of
Hurchison, Global and EİB LİMAŞ won the tender
for $1.275 billion, but the execution was suspended by the Council of State following a 29month trial process. A second tender was held in
September 2012; yet the new plan was strongly
opposed by non-governmental organizations and
local authorities as it included malls and similar
structures, which would extend the area too much.
The Privatization High Board posted a revised plan
in June, which was opposed by the Konak Municipality. The authority, however, rejected the complaint. (DOGAN NEWS, HURRIYETDAILYNEWS,
FEBRUARY 17)
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Turkey's sovereign wealth fund set to be
ambitious player in capital markets
In August 2016, Turkey witnessed the institutionalization of a new initiative that had not been seen
in the country before.
Established with a view to surmounting the structural problems of the economy, thus enabling Turkey to form a more robust financial mechanism
that could finance the country's mega infrastructure projects, such as the Istanbul New Airport,
Kanal Istanbul, nuclear power plants as well as energy investments, Turkey's Sovereign Wealth Fund
(SWF) guarantees the country's major assets and is
projected to operate both in national and international markets.
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Since its establishment and the transfer of the
Treasury shares of such companies as Turkish Airlines (THY), Halkbank, Ziraat Bankası, Borsa İstanbul (BİST), the Petroleum Pipeline Corporation
(BOTAŞ) and a number of other key state-run enterprises, both Turkish and world papers and wires
released a great deal of news about what kinds of
initiatives and activities the fund will perform to
lure investments.
According to the latest financial data released by
the Treasury, the total value of the assets transferred to the fund, which set out with an initial capital of TL 50 million ($13.5 million), hovers around
$160 billion as previously announced by Undersecretary of the Treasury Osman Çelik. The amount of
the dividends have reached TL 1 billion ($280 million) and the value of the external resources of the
fund approximately corresponds to $35 billion.
Yet, the fund management has released no official
data on the value of the fund. Director General
Mehmet Bostan indicated that the fund is still
working on the valuation of the total assets.
The law that established Turkey's SWF stipulates
that the fund will contribute to the diversification
of capital market instruments. In relation to this
provision, one of the possible ways that the fund
could further deepen the capital markets is its collaboration and participation in the Istanbul Finance Center (IFC), for which Turkey initiated the
institutionalization activities in 2009 and is expected to operate around 2020.
“As Turkey's Sovereign Wealth Fund, we could be
a significant platform to invite foreign investors to
the Istanbul Finance Center," said Mehmet Bostan,
when asked how the fund would cooperate with
the IFC in enriching and deepening the capital
markets to boost foreign direct investment.

Mehmet Bostan, the Director General and the
Chairman of the Board of the Turkey SWF, explains
in an interview with Turkish Daily Sabah the structure, scope and objectives of the Turkey's SWF.
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Indeed, particularly drawing fixed investments in
addition to portfolio investments, which is another
important investment type that the fund aims at, is
one of the objectives of the fund, Bostan noted
and added that the fund will constitute an important platform for bringing these investments to
Turkey through its structures as well as advantages
and exemptions it offers.
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Three-staged audit model
The auditing issue has been a major topic of criticism directed to the fund since its establishment.
These criticisms have been largely based on the
grounds that the fund will not be subject to an auditing process by the Court of Accounts, the state
body that carries out financial, compliance and
performance audits of public administrative bodies.
"We have a three-staged audit structure. The first
stage is an independent audit system governed by
international standards. The second stage is the
audit procedure executed by an audit team appointed by the prime ministry and the third stage
includes the submission of reports emerged from
the first two stages to the Cabinet and the Plan and
Budget Committee of the Turkish Grand National
Assembly. Accordingly, we can say that the audit
process of the fund consists of four stages," Bostan
said, explaining the details of the auditing structure through which the fund will undergo.
Furthermore, indicating that a transparent governance and audit model will be adopted, Bostan also
underscored that the audit by international institutions, which will be carried out in accordance
with the globally accepted standards, will be a first
for most of the companies including the fund's
portfolio.
With regards to the governing principles that the
fund will follow, Bostan highlights that the fund
will be governed in accordance with the Santiago
Principles sovereign funds that are members of the
International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds
voluntarily endorse. These principles, according to
the forum, are designed to promote good governance, accountability, transparency, prudent investment practices, all of which Bostan emphasized
that the Turkish SWF will abide by whilst ensuring
compliance and optimum governance.
Framework agreements with other funds
As stated in many occasions both by the relevant
ministers and Director General Mehmet Bostan,
the fund aims to be the engine of the Turkish
economy by creating and paving the way for investments the economy requires and the drawing
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investments through collaborations with other
funds, investors and investment banks around the
world. In that regard Turkey's fund has been contacted by international investors and sovereign
funds since its establishment, Bostan confirmed.
"We are developing relations with the investment
funds of other countries; they want to work with
us. They are enthusiastic about making investments in Turkey. We are in contact with them and
drawing up framework agreements in collaboration," Bostan said, pointing out the potential to
lure foreign direct investment to the projects that
will drive the growth of the Turkish economy.
Three primary goals, three needs
Narrating the main objectives of the fund, Bostan
highlighted three basic goals the fund aims to accomplish. First, the institution aims to add value to
the public assets and bring them to the economy.
The second, Bostan states, is to finance the investments that Turkey requires and create investment
models that will improve the economy and growth,
while also encouraging and increasing savings. Facilitating the growth of capital markets in Turkey
and diversifying the assets therein constitute the
third main objective of the fund, according to Bostan. (DAILYSABAH, MARCH 5)

Norwegian oil fund invests $1bn in Turkey
2016
Norway’s state sovereign wealth fund, GPFG, which
is the world's largest asset fund at approximately
$900 billion, is reported to have invested around
$1 billion in Turkey by the end of 2016. The total
value of the fund's investment in Turkey reached
$936 million at the end of December 2016, according to the information that Anadolu Agency compiled from Norges Bank data, which manages the
Norwegian sovereign wealth fund.
The investment portfolio of the fund includes
shares from five Turkish energy companies,
namely Tüpraş Turkey Petroleum Refineries Inc.,
Enka Construction and Industry Inc., Petkim Petrochemical Holding Inc., Ereğli Iron and Steel Factories and Aksa Energy Production Inc. The fund's
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share in the said five companies was recorded as
$112.112 million.

year earlier topping estimates of €305m in a Reuters survey of analysts.

At the end of last year, the fund made the biggest
energy investment in Ereğli Iron and Steel Factories with $48.207 million, followed by Tüpraş Turkey Petroleum Refineries Inc. with an investment
of $46.136 million.

In March, Abu Dhabi’s ADNOC, OMV and Occidental Petroleum have signed a contract over several undeveloped oil and gas fields in north-west
offshore Abu Dhabi including the Ghasha and Hail
areas. The agreement covers a four-year seismic,
drilling and engineering work programme for exploration, appraisal and potential field developments .(THE NATIONAL, MARCH 5)

Anadolu News Agency reported also that Turkey's
Garanti Bank received the largest share of the Norwegian sovereign wealth fund's investments in
Turkey, worth a total of $1 billion. The fund, which
has a 1.23 percent stake in Garanti Bank, had a total investment of $112.63 million in the bank. The
fund has made small investments in Turkey since
2001, but as of 2008 has been substantially expanding investments. (DAILYSABAH, MARCH 3)

OMV divests Turkish fuel products stake
Austrian oil and gas company OMV has divested
its stake in Turkish subsidiary Petrol Ofisi to Swiss
oil trading giant Vitol for €1.36 billion. Abu Dhabi’s
sovereign wealth fund IPIC, now part of Mubadala
Investment, holds a 24.9 percent stake in OMV.
The latter had put its Turkish subsidiary up for sale
a year ago in the context of plunging crude prices
that depressed the global oil sector. The transaction, which is subject to regulatory approval, is expected to be finalised by the third quarter of this
year at the latest, the company said.
As a result OMV will record a depreciation of €186
million in its results for the fourth quarter of 2016,
in addition to the €148m depreciation booked at
the end of December for the sale of the subsidiary.
The group also indicated that its 2017 results will
be hit by a negative exchange rate effect of €1.1bn,
linked to the plunge in the Turkish lira.
Like other OMV subsidiaries, Petrol Ofisi has suffered severe depreciations in recent years and has
been hit by controls on oil profit margins by the
Turkish regulator. Last month, OMV, which employs 24,500 people, reported fourth-quarter clean
current cost of supplies (CCS) earnings before interest and tax of €315m, up 68.4 per cent from a
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Turkey's Unlikely Step Into Sovereign
Wealth Club: QuickTake Q&A
Turkey might not seem like a natural home for a
new sovereign wealth fund. It doesn’t boast a savings surplus, like Singapore and Japan do, and it
doesn’t have the energy riches of Abu Dhabi and
Qatar, being a net oil importer. With Turkey’s
growth stalled, its currency slumping and its debt
cut to junk status, it would seem an unlikely time
to be starting a $200 billion wealth fund. Turkish
officials argue that the fund is needed to hold
prized state assets to finance large-scale infrastructure investments. Plenty of questions remain.

1. What’s in the fund?
Almost every major asset that was owned by the
public. The jewel is Ziraat Bank, Turkey’s largest
lender by assets. The Treasury’s stakes in other assets, such as the oil producer TPAO, gas company
Botas and a 7 percent holding in phone operator
Turk Telekom, are also now in the fund. The government’s 51.1 percent stake in Turkiye Halk Bankasi AS and 49.1 percent in Turkish Airlines will be
transferred after regulatory approvals. Treasury
Undersecretary Osman Celik says the fund’s value
has already reached $160 billion, with $35 billion
of that in equity.

2. What’s its purpose?
Policy makers say the fund, known by its Turkish
initials TVF, will help address some of Turkey’s biggest economic problems. It will, for example, finance the building of airports, seaports, highways
and railroads that are needed to modernize the
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economy. It will help smooth out volatility in domestic financial markets and can even serve as “a
strong shield” against “economic sabotages and
attacks,” says Nurettin Canikli, the deputy prime
minister.

3. How will it achieve those objectives?
The fund has yet to present its three-year strategy
to the prime minister’s office. Once that is done
and approved, the fund will need to obtain an assessment of its creditworthiness from credit-rating
agencies before it can tap foreign markets.

4. Where will the fund get cash for investments?
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7. Who runs it?
Mehmet Bostan, who once oversaw the sale of Turkey’s public assets, was made chairman in November. Yigit Bulut, Erdogan’s senior adviser, and Himmet Karadag, the chairman and chief executive of
Borsa Istanbul, are board members. Other board
members include Oral Erdogan, president of Piri
Reis University, and Kerem Alkin, a Medipol University professor and columnist for the daily newspaper, Sabah, known for its favorable government
coverage. The fund is seeking senior bankers for
positions including chief investment officer and
chief financial officer.

Turkey’s Defense under-secretariat is loaning it 3
billion liras ($800 million) for three months, making
that the only large sum of state cash that it can
immediately put to use. Large swaths of land in top
tourist destinations, such as Antalya and Izmir, and
revenue from the national lottery and horse-racing
licenses are among the other assets the fund has
received. The TVF also plans to raise cash from international investors, using the assets under its
control as collateral.

8. What do critics say?

5. How does this fund differ from other sovereign
wealth funds?

Joint investment fund targeted Russia Turkey

Unlike those in Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia and Qatar,
which invest petrodollars abroad for future generations, the Turkish fund won’t be splashing cash
around the globe. The fund’s equity stakes aren’t
liquid. Ozgur Altug, chief economist at brokerage
BGC Partners in Istanbul, says the TVF must either
borrow or sell some of its assets to raise cash. Turkey’s won’t be a traditional sovereign wealth fund
but "a hybrid of a stabilization fund and asset management fund,” Altug says.

6. Why was the fund created?
Top policy makers including former Economy Minister Zafer Caglayan and current presidential adviser Yigit Bulut had repeatedly called for a fund
that could house public assets that would otherwise be sold. It became a priority in July after a
failed coup attempt against President Recep Tayyip Erdogan roiled financial markets.
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The fund’s creation comes as Erdogan is moving to
consolidate power in the office of the president, so
it’s no surprise that some critics see the two initiatives as related. "This is not a step for the benefit
of the public," said Cetin Osman Budak, a lawmaker and deputy chairman of the main opposition Republican People’s Party. (BLOOMBERG,
MARCH 6)

The governments of Turkey and Russia have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
to establish a joint investment fund in a bid to
strengthen bilateral ties and investment flow. The
agreement was signed during Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s official visit to Moscow,
according to a written statement from Turkey
Wealth Fund, TVF. Each country is to invest up to
$500 million in the Turkey-Russia Joint Fund, the
statement said.
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Mehmet Bostan, TVF chairman and CEO, said the
joint fund was one of TVF's first international initiatives, and "hopefully the beginning of a long-lasting cooperation" between the two establishments.
“Turkey Wealth Fund and the Russian Direct Investment Fund will pursue profitable investment
opportunities both in Turkey and Russia in an effort to contribute to economic growth and prosperity," Bostan said. Kirill Dmitriev, CEO of the Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF), said the agreement would give impetus to the development of
Russia-Turkey relations. The RDIF and TWF are already in talks on a number of potential joint investment projects.

The Russian Direct Investment Fund is Russia's
sovereign wealth fund established in 2011 to make
equity co-investments, primarily in Russia, alongside reputable international financial and strategic
investors. Turkey Wealth Fund (TWF) is the Sovereign Wealth Fund of Turkey and it was established
in 2016. TWF’s mission is to develop Turkey’s strategic assets, to grow their value and thereby to
provide funding for Turkey’s priority investments.
(ANADOLU, MARCH 10)

Allianz, ADIA Said to Plan Binding Bids for
Autostrade Stake

to buy a controlling stake in France’s Nice-Cote
d’Azure airport in July for 1.2 billion euros.
(BLOOMBERG, FEBRUARY 15)

Allianz SE’s infrastructure and private equity investment arm and the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA) are among companies planning
binding offers for part of a 15 percent stake in Italian toll-road operator Autostrade per L’Italia SpA,
people familiar with the matter said. Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec, Canada’s secondlargest pension fund, is also weighing an offer, the
people said, asking not to be identified because
the process is private. Atlantia SpA, the infrastructure company controlled by the billionaire Benetton family, is close to selecting bidders to submit
binding offers by the end of March, they said.
Atlantia plans to split the holding, valued at about
2.5 billion euros ($2.64 billion), among a number
of international investors, the people said. Representatives for Allianz, ADIA and Caisse de Depot
declined to comment. Atlantia had no comment.
Chief Executive Officer Giovanni Castellucci is raising funds to acquire airport and highway assets
outside Italy, part of a strategy to reduce the company’s dependence on its home market. Atlantia
said in October that it plans to double the percentage of earnings before interest, taxes, amortization
and depreciation from abroad to 50 percent by
2020. The company led a consortium that agreed
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MSCI taps global head of real estate applied research
Will Robson was named global head of real estate
applied research at MSCI, the company has daid.
Robson replaced Peter Hobbs, who joined consultant bfinance as managing director, private markets
last year. Robson, who is based in London, is responsible for providing insight for institutional investors whose portfolios include exposure to unlisted and listed real estate. He was a senior research analyst in sovereign wealth fund Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority's global real estate research
group, a company release stated. A spokesman for
ADIA was not available to comment by press time.
ADIA does not disclose the value of its portfolio,
but the Sovereign Wealth Fund Institute estimates
it has $792 billion in assets. (PIONLINE.COM, FEBRUARY 16)
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New Mubadala-Siemens alliance studying
combined cycle power plant

ADIA meets discussing Maharashtra’s Indian mega projects

Mubadala Investment, German engineering giant
Siemens and the Federal Electricity and Water Authority (FEWA) have signed an agreement to study
the technical and financial viability of building a
2,400 MWA combined cycle power plant. The
agreement was signed by Suhail bin Mohammed
Al Mazrouei, Minister of Energy and Chairman of
FEWA, Mohammed Mohammed Saleh, DirectorGeneral of FEWA, Karim Amin, Head of Siemens Oil
& Gas Sales Unit, and Mohammed Al Shamsi, Senior Vice President at Mubadala. Al Mazrouei stated
that ''the project is the first in a series of water and
power projects that FEWA will implement in partnership with the private sector''. ''The developer
will conduct the technical and financial feasibility
study of the project and FEWA will be the main
power purchaser,'' he explained. Work on the project is expected to begin in February 2018. (WAM,
MARCH 1)

A delegation of Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
has met with India’s Maharashtra Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis to explore investment opportunities in the state. Hamad Shahwan Al Dhaheri,
ED, private equities, Mohamed Al Qamzi, ED, internal equities, Khadem Al Rumaithi and Aditya Bhargava were a part of the delegation. A joint task
force is to be set up to explore investment in mega
projects Maharashtra Samruddhi Corridor, Metro,
Navi Mumbai Airport and smart cities. (ANI, BUSINESS STANDARD, MARCH 2)
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AMD stake Mubadala sold for $613mln
Abu Dhabi’s Mubadala Investment has sold nearly
a third of its stake in Advanced Micro Devices
(AMD), booking a tiny gain on its investments in
the micro chip maker. Mubadala sold 45 million
shares in AMD for around $613 million while retaining 97 million shares in the company. Mubadala paid $608 million in November 2007 when it
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bought the shares, according to the company's
statement at the time.
"In line with our strategy as a long-term investor,
from time to time we will monetise assets that have
significantly increased in value," Mubadala spokesman Brian Lott stated to Reuters. Mubadala, which
has stakes in General Electric and private equity
firm Carlyle, among others, was formally merged
with another Abu Dhabi investment fund, International Petroleum Investment Co (IPIC) in January
2017. The merger of the two created a firm with
assets totalling about $125 billion based on valuations at the end of 2015. (REUTERS, MARCH 5)

ADIA Asia Pacific Real Estate Head to step
down
Robert Walker is preparing to step down from his
role as head of real estate for Asia Pacific at the
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, according to a
recent report by industry publication Private Equity
Real Estate. Walker, who has been with the sovereign fund of the emirate of Abu Dhabi since 2009,
will be leaving his position at the end of April, with
understudy Todd Rhodes taking on the role of acting head of Asia for the fund manager’s real estate
division while ADIA searches for Walker’s replacement. (MINGTIANDI.COM, MARCH 6)

New Abu SWF to start operations May
2017
The new kid on the block, Abu Dhabi’s 125 bn sovereign fund Mubadala Investment starts operations in May through four divisions focusing on the
Middle East emirate's interests in energy, infrastructure, technology and aerospace.
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The company's board, formed from two other government-owned investment funds that announced
a merger last year, approved an organizational
structure and appointed senior managers, it said in
an e-mailed statement. Chief Executive Officer
Khaldoon Khalifa Al Mubarak, Chief Financial Officer Carlos Obeid and the heads of the four divisions all hold senior positions at Mubadala Development Co., one of the two companies that
merged.
The new company's two biggest units will be Petroleum & Petrochemicals and Alternative Investments & Infrastructure, according to the statement. Each will comprise about 31 percent of Mbadala Investment's total assets.
The petroleum division will operate Spanish refiner
Cepsa SA, chemical makers Nova Chemicals Corp
and Borealis AG, and oil and natural gas producer
Mubadala Petroleum, according to the statement.
Musabbeh Al Kaabi, currently head of Mubadala
Petroleum, will be CEO of the Petroleum & Petrochemicals segment.
Waleed Al Muhairi, deputy CEO of Mubadala Development, will hold the same post in the new
company. He'll lead the Alternative Investments &
Infrastructure unit, which will focus on health care
and real estate.
The Technology, Manufacturing & Mining division
will hold about 22 percent of the new company's
assets, including semiconductor makers Globalfoundries Inc. and Advanced Micro Devices Inc.,
metals producers Emirates Global Aluminium and
Minas de Aguas Tenidas SA. Ahmed Yahia Al
Idrissi, currently Mubadala Development's's CEO
of Technology & Industry, will head the unit.
The Aerospace, ICT & Renewables division will
hold about 11 percent of Mubadala Investment's
assets, including renewable energy company
Masdar and satellite communications provider Al
Yahsat. Khaled Al Qubaisi, currently Mubadala's
Chief Human Capital Officer, will head the division.
(THE PENINSULA, MARCH 6)
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IPO considerations Emirates Global Aluminium

chose to remain anonymous after the story was
leaked by Bloomberg news agency the day before.

Sources are reporting that Emirates Global Aluminium, the largest aluminium producer in the
Middle East, is preparing to sell shares amid a
comeback in commodities prices. The UAE based
company is rumoured to seek advisers for a potential initial public offering on the local stock exchange as early as this year. The UAE agreed to
merge its two flagship state aluminium firms in
2013 to create EGA, with an enterprise value of
about $15bn. Mubadala Investment and Investment Corporation of Dubai are the current owners
of Emirates Global Aluminium. Both parties declined to comment. No final decisions have been
made, and the firm may decide to delay an IPO or
not to list, sources have stated.

The Almere-based company, which claims to be
the world’s largest car leasing firm, was sold a year
ago by Volkswagen and German banker Friedrich
von Metzler. It was bought by a consortium which
includes Dutch pension fund PGGM, the Danish
fund ATP, Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA),
Singapores’ SIG , private equity house TDR Capital
and investment bank Goldman Sachs. Founded
some 50 years ago, LeasePlan manages about 1.6
million cars worldwide. In 2017, the company
posted net profit up 3.8% at €425.5m. The increase
would have been 7%, discounting the company’s
€70m reorganisation last year.

IPOs in the region may be headed for a revival as
countries, including the UAE, work to make themselves less dependent on oil. Saudi Arabia, the
largest Gulf Arab economy, is also taking steps to
overhaul its economy, including plans for what
could be the largest-ever IPO with the listing of
Saudi Arabian Oil Co.
EGA said profit last year rose about 10% to 2.1bn
dirhams ($572mn) on record production.
Output jumped 4.2% to a record 2.5mn metric
tonnes, making the UAE the fourth-biggest aluminium producer, the company said. EGA is the
largest industrial company in the UAE outside of
the oil and gas business. EGA is also building a
bauxite mine in Guinea and an alumina smelter in
Abu Dhabi to secure raw materials needed to produce aluminium. (GULF TIMES, BLOOMBERG,
MARCH 7)

LeasePlan’s new owners weigh sale or
bourse launch
The owners of Dutch car leasing giant LeasePlan
are considering either selling the company or
launching it on the stock exchange. Dutch financial
newspaper Financiële Dagblad reported that the
plans were confirmed by several sources who
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Any change in ownership of LeasePlan would require the approval of the Dutch central bank DNB
because LeasePlan is not only a leasing company
but also has a banking licence. The DNB forced the
present owners to use less borrowed money for
the recent transaction. (DUTCH NEWS, MARCH 7)

Hyperloop targeting GCC SWFs
Hyperloop Technologies, the futuristic transport
company currently making headlines with plans to
connect key locations across the Gulf region, has
stated that it is holding talks with sovereign wealth
funds in the Gulf. Rob Lloyd, Hyperloop One’s CEO,
while declining to give names of countries or
funds, stated that it seeks to raise $300 million
from investors over six months. An interview Lloyd
said that Hyperloop One has seen growing interest
from four of the six Gulf states. He added that a
subsidiary company is to be established in the UAE
later this year.
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that an United Arab Emirates (UAE)-based sovereign fund has also shown firm interest in investing
in India’s road projects. It is also in an advanced
stage of discussion. Investors have shown interest
in funding other sectors including airports and
ports, the source said. The government hopes to
raise at least Rs 1,000 crore by the end of the
month, another official in know of the development said. As per the latest Budget estimates, the
government has lowered the allocation for NIIF to
Rs 1,000 crore in the revised estimates from Rs
4,000 crore during 2016-17.
In October 2016 Hyperloop secured funding from
Dubai-based DP World to study a high-speed link
between the company’s Jebel Ali port and a new
inland container depot, followed weeks later by an
agreement to develop plans for cutting travel
times between the emirate and Abu Dhabi to 12
minutes.
Hyperloop One has built a test structure in the Nevada Desert and plans an initial public trial in the
first half of this year. The US-based firm said also
that the cost of traffic congestion between Dubai
and Abu Dhabi at almost $800 million in lost working hours. “Reducing this commute to 12 minutes
opens a whole new realm of options,” the company said, adding the investment in a UAE Hyperloop network will unlock economic value 3.5 to 4
times over high speed rail. In November 2016, the
Roads and Transport Authority and Hyperloop
One signed a deal to explore the potential for developing a Hyperloop link with Abu Dhabi.
(ARABIANBUSINESS, MARCH 8)

Indian infrastructure projects targeted by
UAE, UK
The Indian National Infrastructure Investment
Fund (NIIF) is in discussion with investors to raise
money for key infrastructure projects and is in the
process of finalizing two of them in a month’s time.
Sources have stated that investors have been
shortlisted, while seven memorandum of understandings (MoU) have been signed. An UK-based
firm has shown keen interest in investing in renewable energy sector in India. Sources also stated
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In 2015, the Centre had set up NIIF, which is a
quasi-sovereign wealth fund, to fund commercially
viable greenfield, brownfield and stalled projects.
The corpus of the Fund is proposed to be Rs 40,000
crore, where the government would invest 49% or
an amount equivalent to nearly Rs 20,000 crore.
(MONEYCONTROL, MARCH 8)

Mubadala’s Al Kaabi optimistic about
growth
The head of the newly merged petroleum division
at Mubadala Investment Company, Musabbeh Al
Kaabi, stated that the tough oil price environment
of the past two years forced the company to transform the way it operates upstream and has left the
new larger company poised for growth. Al Kaabi,
CEO of Mubadala Petroleum who will formally take
over in May as head of the US$40 billion merged
Petroleum & Petrochemicals division, which will
absorb the much larger assets from International
Petroleum Investment Company (Ipic), stated to an
audience at the CERAWeek gathering in Houston
that the oil price crash forced Mubadala Petroleum
to take drastic action to steer the division back to
profitability. The merger of the two Abu Dhabi
strategic development companies has created an
integrated oil and gas division that is now well positioned to take advantage of opportunities in an
industry still recovering from the slump. The new
company will entail the following: operatorship of
offshore marginal fields in the Gulf of Thailand;
Dolphin Energy, which imports and distributes Qatari natural gas; and participation in the Occi-
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dental-operated Mukhaizna oilfield in south-central Oman, with Ipic’s mainly downstream assets,
including full ownership of Spain-based integrated
oil company Cepsa, Nova Chemicals of Canada, a
controlling interest in Austria’s Borealis petrochemicals and a major share of Austria’s OMV integrated oil company.
One of the main reasons that Mubadala’s upstream assets have been hit very hard the last years
is due to the marginal nature of its Asian fields.
The Mubadala oil chief talked of synergies and
growth for the new larger group, but he didn’t specifically address what opportunities the company
will focus on as it brings together the disparate interests that are run currently by a number of fairly
autonomous chief executives.
The above is also being supported by the leadership of ADNOC and others. ADNOC’s CEO Sultan
Al Jaber, who spoke earlier at CERAWeek, has
made it clear that they plan to leverage the strong
positions of companies like Borealis, Nova Chemicals and the downstream operations of Cepsa to
realise goals of tripling Abu Dhabi’s petrochemicals output to about 12 million tonnes a year by
2021. (THE NATIONAL, MARCH 8)

UAE's Mubadala targets Russian energy
markets
Mubadala Development Company, based in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), is seeking opportunities of mutual interest in the Russian energy market, a company spokesman told Sputnik. "Mubadala from Abu Dhabi are in active dialogue
with Russian counterparts," the spokesperson said.
"we are seeking opportunities of mutual benefit
to both parties." Last year, UAE Energy Minister
Suhail Mazroui said Abu Dhabi is considering participating in several projects in Russia, especially
in the gas sector. (SPUTNIK, MARCH 8)
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New name for OMV shareholder
One of OMV’s two core shareholdings has been
transferred, the Austrian oil and gas group said
March 9. The 24.9% stake previously held by Abu
Dhabi state-owned International Petroleum Investment Company (IPIC) has been transferred to
another Abu Dhabi state holding, Mubadala. This
follows the $125bn merger of the former Mubadala with IPIC announced January 21, 2017 by Abu
Dhabi’s ruler Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan
into a single sovereign wealth fund, officially
named Mubadala Investment Company. Although
the transfer was effected on January 19, OMV was
only notified on March 7 and it noted on March 9
that a law giving rise to the Mubadala-IPIC merger
has yet to be published in Abu Dhabi.
The 31.5% OMV stake held by Austrian state holding OBIB is unchanged; the latter and IPIC had a
long-term shareholders’ pact to manage their
combined 56.4% majority interest in OMV, which
is not expected to be affected by the share transfer. IPIC’s 4.06% stake in Portuguese utility EDP
was similarly transferred in January to Mubadala.
A similar transfer is expected at Spain’s Cepsa and
Austrian petchem firm Borealis, although their
websites as of March 10 still listed IPIC as shareholder, and at other IPIC affiliates worldwide.
Cepsa is 100% owned by IPIC, while Borealis is 64%
IPIC and 36% OMV-owned. (NATURAL GAS
WORLD, MARCH 10)

Investcorp Bank deal completed Mubadala
Bahrain-based Investcorp reports that Abu Dhabi
state investment fund Mubadala Development
had completed a deal to acquire a 20 percent stake
in the alternative investment firm's parent, Investcorp Bank. Investcorp said in July that Mubadala would buy 9.99 percent of Investcorp immediately, and a further 10.01 percent following regulatory approvals, making it the largest shareholder of Investcorp. (REUTERS, MARCH 12)
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Abu Dhabi's Etisalat wants Nigerian debt
deal before sells stake -sources
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the banks; Ball will remain CEO of Alitalia and,
therefore, in charge of the company.

Abu Dhabi telecoms group Etisalat may sell its
stake in Etisalat Nigeria, which has defaulted on a
$1.2 billion loan, but wants the company's debt restructured before it does so, two sources told Reuters. Nigeria's central bank and telecoms regulator
agreed with local banks to pursue a default deal
rather than a receivership for Etisalat Nigeria so as
not to deter investors and to avoid a wider debt
crisis.
It was not clear whether Etisalat, which has a 45
percent holding in Etisalat Nigeria after converting
a loan to equity in February, would divest completely. Ahmed Bin Ali, senior vice president of
Etisalat, declined to comment, while Etisalat Nigeria could not be reached.
Etisalat Nigeria signed a $1.2 billion medium-term
facility with 13 Nigerian banks in 2013, which it
used to refinance an existing $650 million loan and
modernise its network. Abu Dhabi state investment fund Mubadala, which has a 40 percent stake
in Etisalat Nigeria, wants a solution found, another
source said. Mubadala declined to comment.
(MAILONLINE, MARCH 13)

Alitalia board to decide on business plan
Luca Cordero di Montezemolo, mastermind of Etihad Airways' purchase of a stake in Alitalia, is
about to leave his role as chairman of the company. Taking his place will be Luigi Gubitosi, the
shareholder banks' candidate; he will become the
operating president, though his powers have not
yet been defined. Gubitosi should be named as a
board member of the company today, barring any
unforeseen events. His nomination as president
should come in a later phase, with a new board to
assign his delegated powers.
All of this is related to deals between the shareholder banks, UniCredit and Intesa Sanpaolo, and
Etihad, their strong partner in Alitalia with 49% of
the assets. Etihad had defended Cramer Ball from
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The board will meet today to approve the controversial business plan that Ball had presented. This
hinges on whether or not the shareholder banks
(UniCredit and Intesa Sanpaolo) and the Abu
Dhabi airline can agree on the plan. The board's
approval for the plan has been deferred several
times due to the contentious atmosphere between
the Italian partners and Etihad—who, in fact, bore
the key responsibilities in managing the “new”
Alitalia since the beginning.
Montezemolo was named President of Alitalia-SAI
in November 2014, just before the company became fully operational: they took off on January
1st, 2015, with Silvano Cassano by his side. Ostensibly, Montezemolo represents the Italian partners,
the banks and the old shareholders in CAI, who
possess 51% of Alitalia through MidCo. But in essence, the investiture in Montezemolo comes from
Abu Dhabi, where the ex-president of Ferrari has
had strong personal and business relationships
ever since the Formula 1 Grand Prix came to the
United Arab Emirates. And, in fact, Montezemolo
played a decisive role in convincing Etihad to invest €560 million in Alitalia. He also got Matteo
Renzi's government to approve the operation by
setting up a meeting between Renzi and one of the
Emirs' high representatives, Mubadala CEO
Khaloom al Mubarak, at Renzi's house in Rome's
Parioli neighborhood on February 20th 2014 (back
when Renzi was still Prime Minister). (ITALY24,
MARCH 14)
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Greenko Group eyes Bhoruka Power’s
clean energy portfolio
Indian company Greenko Group is looking to acquire hydro and wind power producer Bhoruka
Power Corp. Ltd’s renewable energy portfolio of
310 megawatts (MW). L&T Infrastructure Finance
Co. Ltd holds an equity stake worth Rs350 crore in
Bhoruka Power, which currently operates 110MW
of hydropower capacity, 170MW of wind capacity
and 30MW of solar capacity in Karnataka, Rajasthan and Haryana, and is building a 200MW wind
farm in Karnataka.
This comes against the backdrop of Greenko Energies Pvt. Ltd, backed by Singapore’s sovereign
wealth fund GIC Holdings Pte. and the Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA), acquiring SunEdison’s Indian assets for $392 million last year.
India’s demand for green energy is expected to
grow sevenfold by 2035, according to the latest BP
Energy Outlook released in January. Accordingly,
the share of renewable energy in the country’s fuel
mix will rise to 8% in 2035 from the current 2%.
A spokesperson for ADIA asked Mint to get in
touch with Greenko. Queries emailed to the
spokesperson for GIC Holdings on 7 March remained unanswered. Also, a Larsen and Toubro
spokesperson didn’t respond to queries emailed
on Saturday. (LIVEMINT, MARCH 14)

Brazil's BRF mulls options to halal unit IPO
Brazil's BRF SA is analyzing other options instead
of an initial public offering for halal food unit One
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Foods Holdings, and has engaged in talks for a private stake sale to sovereign wealth and buyout
funds, four people familiar with the plan said. Momentum for One Foods' IPO has lost steam in recent weeks in the light of parent company BRF's
management mishaps that led to disappointing
fourth-quarter results, and competition from other
upcoming Middle East-related capital markets
transactions, the people said.
Reuters reported on Jan. 5 that BRF, the world's
largest poultry exporter, wanted to raise $1.5 billion from the One Foods IPO, which may take place
by early April. The company confirmed a day later
it was studying the IPO in London and also gauging a possible private placement. According to one
of the people, sovereign wealth funds Qatar Investment Authority and the Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority have signaled they would be more willing to participate in a private placement of stock
than an IPO at this point.
The situation highlights the extent of turmoil inside BRF, which has in recent weeks shown the
door to a number of top executives. Failing to
clinch a deal for One Foods risks slowing Chairman
Abilio Diniz's efforts to expand BRF's halal operations across the Middle East and Muslim Asia.
Citigroup is leading the private placement effort,
two of the people said. Private equity funds have
also been approached for the private placement
deal, the people said.
São Paulo-based BRF and the Abu Dhabi fund declined to comment, as did Morgan Stanley and
Bank of America. Citigroup and QIA, as the Qatar
wealth fund is known, did not have an immediate
comment.
BRF wants proceeds from the sale of the One
Foods stake to help propel the latter's expansion
into Asian Muslim nations. One Foods has 10
plants and 15,000 employees, and already controls
45 percent of the poultry market in Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar and Oman.
(REUTERS, MARCH 15)
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